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INTRODUCTION

Regulators demand the impossible when they require issuers to design and implement effective insider trading compliance programs because insider trading is a crime that neither Congress nor the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) has defined with any specificity.1 This problem of uncertainty is then compounded by the threat of heavy civil and criminal sanctions for violations.2 Placed between this rock and hard place, issuers tend to adopt overbroad insider trading compliance programs, which comes at a heavy price in terms of corporate

culture, cost of compensation, share liquidity, and cost of capital. The irony is that, since all of these costs are passed along to the shareholders, insider trading enforcement under the current regime has precisely the opposite of its intended effect. This is the paradox of insider trading compliance for issuers, just one more symptom of a dysfunctional insider trading enforcement regime that is in need of a dramatic overhaul.

There are a number of conceivable paths to resolving this paradox. The most obvious and ready-to-hand solution would be for the SEC to issue a rule or for Congress to promulgate a statute expressly defining insider trading. But while simply fixing definitions to the elements of insider trading under the current regime would improve matters, this Article calls for a more radical solution. It suggests that the current enforcement regime be liberalized to permit insider trading where, inter alia, an issuer approves the trade in advance and has disclosed that it permits such trading pursuant to express regulatory guidelines. Issuer-proscribed insider trading and trading based on misappropriated information would remain illegal. Such reform would lead to a more rational, efficient, and just enforcement regime. Moreover, by aligning the interests of issuers, shareholders, and regulators, it would also offer the most effective solution to the paradox of insider trading compliance.

This Article proceeds as follows: Section I summarizes the current civil, criminal, and reputational consequences to issuers for failing to implement a rigorous insider trading compliance program. Section II points out the hopeless uncertainty surrounding the SEC’s current working definition of insider trading as trading “on the basis of material nonpublic information.” Section III identifies the significant challenges and costs to issuers in articulating and implementing an insider trading compliance program in the midst of such legal uncertainty. Section IV then articulates the resulting paradox of insider trading compliance for issuers, namely that accommodating the current enforcement regime tends to undermine the very policy goals that justify its existence.

The SEC is aware of this paradox and tried to address it in 2000 with the adoption of an affirmative defense for insiders who trade through qualified trading plans under Rule 10b5-1(c). Section V argues that, far from resolving the paradox of insider trading compliance for issuers, Rule 10b5-1(c) has just

---

3. See infra Section III.
4. See infra Sections III and IV.
5. See infra Section IV; see also Saikrishna Prakash, Our Dysfunctional Insider Trading Regime, 99 COLUM. L. REV. 1491, 1515–20 (1999) (discussing other symptoms of a dysfunctional insider trading regime, including candid insider trading and deceptive trading).
7. 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b5-1(b) (2016).
8. Id. § 240.10b5-1(c).
complicated matters further. For these and other reasons, Section VI suggests that the current insider trading enforcement regime results in a net harm (both moral and economic) to society and is therefore in urgent need of reform.

Finally, Section VII proposes a path forward. It recommends that the existing 10b5-1(c) trading plan regime be modified to permit issuers to license their insiders to trade based on material nonpublic information so long as certain disclosure and reporting requirements are satisfied. Issuer-proscribed insider trading and trading based on misappropriated information would remain prohibited. It argues that this proposed reform would result in a more rational and just enforcement regime because issuer-licensed insider trading is both economically beneficial to society and morally permissible, while issuer-proscribed and misappropriation trading are economically harmful and morally impermissible. Moreover, by aligning the interests of issuers, shareholders, and regulators, this reform would dissolve the paradox of insider trading compliance for issuers.

I. STRONG COMPLIANCE OR ELSE!

Firms with weak compliance programs stand to incur derivative civil and criminal liability for the insider trading of their employees, and the penalties (both reputational and monetary) are stiff. To begin, the Insider Trading and Securities Fraud Enforcement Act of 1988 (ITSFEA)\(^9\) extended the civil penalty of treble damages\(^10\)—once limited to actual traders under the Insider Trading Sanctions Act of 1984 (ITSA)\(^11\)—to all “controlling persons.”\(^12\) Under ITSFEA, issuers may incur derivative liability if they “knew or recklessly disregarded the fact that [a] controlled person was likely to engage in the act or acts constituting

---


10. Firms are subject to penalties not exceeding “the greater of [1,525,000], or three times the amount of the profit gained or loss avoided as a result of such controlled person’s violation.” 15 U.S.C. § 78u-1(a)(3). The penalty was last adjusted for inflation in 2013. Adjustments to Civil Monetary Penalty Amounts, Securities Act Release No. 9387, Exchange Act Release No. 3557, Investment Company Act Release No. 30,408, 105 SEC Docket 2898 (Feb. 27, 2013).


12. Although ITSFEA does not expressly define “controlling person,” the legislative history makes clear that its meaning is adopted from section 20(a) of the Exchange Act. The Committee Report summarized its meaning as follows:

“Controlling person” may include not only employers, but any person with power to influence or control the direction or the management, policies, or activities of another person. “Control” is inferred from possession of such power, whether or not it is exercised. The Committee expects the Commission and courts to continue to interpret the term “controlling person” on a case-by-case basis according to the factual circumstances. H.R. REP. NO. 100-910, at 17 (1988), as reprinted in 1988 U.S.C.C.A.N. 6043, 6054 (citations omitted). See generally Howard M. Friedman, The Insider Trading and Securities Fraud Enforcement Act of 1988, 68 N.C.L. REV. 465 (1990) (discussing the history and implications of ITSFEA).
the violation and failed to take appropriate steps to prevent such act or acts before they occurred.”

13. 15 U.S.C. § 78u-1(b)(1)(A). Issuers were subject to derivative liability for their employees' insider trading violations under section 20(a) of the Exchange Act, but they were not subject to treble damages.


16. A 1996 survey found that over ninety-two percent of sample firms had adopted a written policy regulating insider trading. Id. at 807 n.3 (citing J.C. Bettis, J.L. Coles & M.L. Lemmon, Corporate Policies Restricting Trading by Insiders, 57 J. FIN. ECON. 191, 192 (2000)).


20. See id. § 8C2.5(f); see also Ellen S. Podgor, Educating Compliance, 46 AM. CRIM. L. REV. 1523, 1528 n.37 (2009) (“Companies can reduce their culpability score by three points when they have in place an effective compliance and ethics program.”). Note, however, that a 2004 amendment to the Federal Sentencing Guidelines created a rebuttable presumption, for purposes of subsection (f)(1), that the organization did not have an effective compliance and ethics program if an individual—(i) within high-level personnel of a small organization; or (ii) within substantial authority personnel, but not within high-
Justice Department has made it clear that the adoption and implementation of effective compliance programs will impact the decision to prosecute firms for the actions of their employees.21

II. BUT WHAT IS INSIDER TRADING?

Despite the threat of stiff civil and criminal sanctions, the crime of insider trading has never been defined by statute or rule.22 Congress and the SEC have instead chosen to allow the definition to develop through the common law and by administrative action.23 The main statutory authority for insider trading is section 10(b) of the Exchange Act of 1934, which proscribes the employment of “any manipulative or deceptive device or contrivance” in “connection with the purchase or sale of any security.”24 The courts have interpreted the language of section 10(b) to require a showing of common law fraud.25 But since most insider traders gain their trading advantage by silence rather than by affirmative misrepresentation, satisfying the elements of fraud requires showing a duty to disclose.26 The Supreme Court has identified two theories under which a section 10(b) duty to disclose prior to trading exists: (1) the “classical theory,” which covers true insider trading (trading by the issuer’s employees or those affiliated with the issuer); and (2) the “misappropriation theory,” which addresses outsider trading (or trading by persons who are not employees or otherwise affiliated with the issuer).27 Since this Article addresses issuer compliance policies, its

level personnel, of any organization, participated in, condoned, or was willfully ignorant of, the offense.


22. See BAINBRIDGE, SECURITIES LAW, supra note 1, at 26–28.

23. See id. at 28–29.

24. 15 U.S.C. § 78j(a)–(b) (2012). Section 10(b) is implemented by the SEC in Exchange Act Rule 10b-5, which proscribes “any act, practice, or course of business which operates or would operate as a fraud or deceit upon any person, in connection with the purchase or sale of any security.” 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b-5(c) (2016).

25. For example, the Supreme Court has explained that section 10(b) was designed by Congress as a “catchall” provision, and that “what it catches must be fraud.” Chiarella v. United States, 445 U.S. 222, 234–35 (1980).

26. See id. at 228 (citing RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 551(2)(a) (AM. LAW INST. 1977)).

focus will be limited to the classical theory.

Under the classical theory, a corporate insider who seeks to benefit from trading her company’s shares on the basis of material nonpublic information violates a “fiduciary or other similar relation of trust and confidence” to the current or prospective shareholder on the other side of the transaction. But this definition of insider trading is not enlightening without accompanying definitions of its key elements. For example, what information counts as “material”? When is information “nonpublic”? Under what circumstances does one trade “on the basis of” information? Answering any of these questions forces insiders and issuers’ compliance officers to take sides in a number of ongoing scholarly debates, splits among circuits, and conflicting direction from the SEC and the courts.

A. When Is Information Material?

In Basic Inc. v. Levinson, the Supreme Court held that information is material for purposes of insider trading liability if “there is a substantial likelihood that a reasonable shareholder would consider it important” in making a trading decision. In addition, “there must be a substantial likelihood that the disclosure of the omitted fact would have been viewed by the reasonable investor as having significantly altered the ‘total mix’ of information made available.” But, as Professor Joan MacLeod Heminway explains, “[t]he facial simplicity” of this definition “masks the complexities encountered by transaction planners” and others in applying it.

The qualitative materiality standard articulated in Basic is subject to multiple interpretations. Who is the “reasonable shareholder” or “reasonable investor”? Is she small or institutional, a short-term speculator or long-term investor? What constitutes the “total mix” of information? And, under any

28. Chiarella, 445 U.S. at 228 (quoting RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS, supra note 26, § 551(2)(a)).
29. Id. at 230.
30. An issuer’s compliance officer is typically the issuer’s general counsel or some other individual with access to material nonpublic information. See Susan Lorde Martin, Compliance Officers: More Jobs, More Responsibility, More Liability, 29 NOTRE DAME J. ETHICS & PUB. POL’Y 169, 184 (2015) (“Traditionally, the [chief compliance officer] was part of the Chief Legal Officer’s [General Counsel’s] . . . office, and sometimes one person held both titles.” (footnote omitted)).
33. Id. at 231–32 (quoting TSC Indus., 426 U.S. at 449).
34. Heminway, A Call for Action, supra note 6, at 1138–39.
35. Id. at 1139.
36. Id. at 1152.
38. Heminway, A Call for Action, supra note 6, at 1152–53.
reading, the Basic standard demands a fact-intensive analysis that will expose even the most thoughtful and diligent advance planning to second-guessing by regulators and the courts ex post. 39 For example, information concerning a potential problem or opportunity for an issuer may be judged so speculative at the time of a proposed trade that advance disclosure would be misleading to the public. 40 But if the trade is executed without disclosure, and the problem or opportunity later comes to pass, it will often appear material in retrospect. 41 This example illustrates the problem raised by the awareness of contingent or “soft” information in advance of a trade.

Soft information is information that “inherently involves some subjective analysis or extrapolation, such as projections, estimates, opinions, motives, or intentions.” 42 As Professors William Wang and Marc Steinberg explain, such information “does not necessarily relate to expectations regarding the future, but may include any statement that cannot be factually supported, whether due to a lack of substantiating data or because the information consists primarily of subjective evaluations or opinions.” 43 In Basic, the Supreme Court addressed the problem of soft information by suggesting that its materiality should be determined “upon a balancing of both the indicated probability that the event will occur and the anticipated magnitude of the event in light of the totality of the company activity.” 44 But, rather than improve clarity, the Basic “probability-magnitude” test has itself been criticized as vague and unhelpful. 45

The Basic probability-magnitude test appears at first blush to be modeled after the famous Hand formula from tort law. 46 Under that formula, liability is determined by weighing the product of the probability of injury and its “gravity” against the “burden of adequate precautions.” 47 If the former is greater than the latter, then liability is imposed for failure to take adequate precautions. 48 But the Basic test adopts only half of the equation. It offers nothing corresponding to the “burden of adequate precautions” value in the Hand formula. 49 In other words,

39. See id. at 1140 (“[T]his failure of [regulatory] guidance may . . . lead to allegations that there has been a failure of adequate disclosure, even with thoughtful advance planning.”).


41. See id.


43. Id.

44. Basic Inc. v. Levinson, 485 U.S. 224, 238 (1988) (quoting SEC v. Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., 401 F.2d 833, 849 (2d Cir. 1968)); see also United States v. Smith, 155 F.3d 1051, 1065–66 (9th Cir. 1998) (concluding that the soft information at issue was material).

45. See, e.g., Chasin, supra note 18, at 868–69.

46. STEPHEN M. BAINBRIDGE, INSIDER TRADING LAW AND POLICY 67 (2014) [hereinafter BAINBRIDGE, INSIDER TRADING LAW].

47. United States v. Carroll Towing Co., 159 F.2d 169, 173 (2d Cir. 1947).

48. Id. (“[I]f the probability be called P; the injury, L; and the burden, B; liability depends upon whether B is less than L multiplied by P; i.e., whether B [is] less than PL.”).

49. BAINBRIDGE, INSIDER TRADING LAW, supra note 46, at 67.
the Basic formula offers no objective threshold for materiality. As Professor Stephen Bainbridge puts it, the Court “never tells us how high a probability or how large a magnitude is necessary for information to be deemed material.” Consequently, insiders who trade based on speculative information must do so “knowing that a jury, acting with the benefit of hindsight, may reach a different conclusion about how probability and magnitude should be balanced” than they do at the time of the trade.

Finally, there is the disturbing problem of “bootstrapping” by courts when making materiality determinations. In SEC v. Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., the Second Circuit explained that “a major factor in determining whether” information is material “is the importance attached to the [information] by those who knew about it.” And, according to the court, an insider’s choice to trade alone can serve as an indication of such importance. In Basic, the Supreme Court confirmed that “trading (and profit making) by insiders can serve as an indication of materiality.” But if trading alone can serve as an indication of materiality, then, as Professor Bainbridge points out, “the materiality requirement becomes meaningless because all information in the defendant’s possession when he or she traded would be material.” Taken to the extreme (and nothing in the definition of materiality offered by the courts precludes this), any information that an insider actually trades on can therefore be deemed material.

In sum, the lack of a clear and objective standard permits almost any information to be deemed material for purposes of insider trading liability, at least with the benefit of hindsight. Such flexibility can be quite useful to the SEC and prosecutors. Consequently, it should come as no surprise that the SEC has openly resisted efforts to bring greater clarity to the definition of materiality.

50. Id.
51. Id.
52. Id.
53. See id. at 68.
54. 401 F.2d 833 (2d Cir. 1968).
55. Texas Gulf Sulphur, 401 F.2d at 851. The defendants in Texas Gulf Sulphur were charged with violating insider trading laws after they made representations to the investing public stating there was a lack of information on drilling results from a project in Ontario, Canada. Id. at 839–42. The insiders were aware that these results preliminarily showed the possibility of a profitable strike, and traded while in possession of such information. Id. The issue before the court was whether this information was “material.” Id. at 842.
56. Id. (“The timing by those who knew of it of their stock purchases and their purchases of short-term calls—purchases in some cases by individuals who had never before purchased calls or even TGS stock—virtually compels the inference that the [information was material] . . . .” (emphasis added)).
58. BAINBRIDGE, INSIDER TRADING LAW, supra note 46, at 68.
This might lead one to conclude that ambiguity in the test for materiality leaves corporate employees charged with insider trading little alternative but to defend by claiming that the information they traded upon was public at the time of trading. But the test for whether information is public is no clearer than the standard for materiality.

B. When Is Information Nonpublic?

In his dissenting opinion in *Dirks v. SEC*, Justice Blackmun expressed frustration that

the SEC seemingly has been less than helpful in its view of the nature of disclosure necessary to satisfy the disclose-or-refrain duty. The [SEC] tells persons with inside information that they cannot trade on that information unless they disclose; it refuses, however, to tell them how to disclose.

Blackmun added, “This seems to be a less than sensible policy, which it is incumbent on the [SEC] to correct.” Despite this admonition, the SEC has yet to issue a rule on proper disclosure (i.e., on when information will be deemed public for purposes of insider trading liability). And this is a problem, for, as one commentator puts it, “While on its face the concept might seem simplistic, the dividing line between public and nonpublic information is porous.”

In the absence of a statute or rule defining when information becomes public, the SEC and the courts have applied two tests: the “dissemination and absorption” test and the “efficient market” test.

Under the dissemination and absorption test, to become public, information must first be “disseminated in a manner calculated to reach the securities marketplace in general through recognized channels of distribution.”

51.721 (Aug. 24, 2000) [hereinafter August 24, 2000 Selective Disclosure and Insider Trading Release] (acknowledging that “materiality judgments can be difficult,” but that the SEC does not “believe an appropriate answer to this difficulty is to set forth a bright-line test”); John M. Fedders, *Qualitative Materiality: The Birth, Struggles, and Demise of an Unworkable Standard*, 48 Cath. U. L. Rev. 41, 42 (1998) (pointing out that the SEC has “stubbornly refused to promulgate rules designed to fill in the details of a broadly stated qualitative standard of materiality”).

60. 463 U.S. 646 (1983).


62.  Id.


have understood the requirement that the disclosure be “general” to mean that it must not favor “any special person or group.”66 So, for example, courts have found appearances on the Dow Jones broad tape67 or on the Reuters Financial Report wire service68 to be sufficient dissemination. But dissemination over less recognized wire systems (e.g., AutEx) has been found insufficient because it reached only a limited number of subscribers.69 Dissemination is, however, only half the test. The information must also be “absorbed by the investing public,” and absorption is not necessarily simultaneous with dissemination.70 As the court explained in Texas Gulf Sulphur, “Where the news is of a sort which is not readily translatable into investment action, insiders may not take advantage of their advance opportunity to evaluate the information by acting immediately upon dissemination.”71 Just when information is translatable into investment action is unclear, and opinions vary widely on this point.72 Some have suggested that absorption occurs as little as fifteen minutes after information hits the wire.73 In SEC v. Ingoldsby,74 however, the court held that information of a change in leadership remained nonpublic nine days after a press release and eight days after it was highlighted in a Wall Street Journal article because the issuer was small and the information had not been fully digested by the relevant investing public.75

The omnipresence of the Internet has made the question of dissemination and absorption of information still more unpredictable and inscrutable.76 Companies can now “functionally” disseminate information without filing it with the SEC or releasing it to a public news source (e.g., by posting it on Twitter,

67. See SEC v. Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., 401 F.2d 833, 854 (2d Cir. 1968) (noting that information remains nonpublic “until [it] could reasonably have been expected to appear over the media of widest circulation, the Dow Jones broad tape”).
70.  WANG & STEINBERG, supra note 2, at 145.
71. Texas Gulf Sulphur, 401 F.2d at 854 n.18.
72. E.g., Robert A. Prentice, The Internet and Its Challenges for the Future of Insider Trading Regulation, 12 HARV. J.L. & TECH. 263, 275–76 (1999) (noting that “there is no clear rule regarding what period of time constitutes a reasonable period for absorption. . . . [and] [r]esults . . . have varied widely” based on the issuer and the nature and complexity of the information).
76. See Bondi & Lofchie, supra note 64, at 170 (“Due to the prevalence of online message boards, social networking, and blogs, information and rumors about companies can spread quickly to millions of interconnected investors. In some cases those rumors are leaked by company insiders. The growth of so-called watchdog groups, such as Wikileaks, have generated a new level of uncertainty as to what information is considered “nonpublic.”); see also WANG & STEINBERG, supra note 2, at 146 (“The development of the Internet has made it more difficult to determine when information is public.”).
Facebook, mass email, posting on the company website, etc.) But there is no guarantee that such functional dissemination will be recognized as legally sufficient by the SEC. At the end of the day, issuers are left guessing as they navigate these “murky waters.”

Vagueness in the SEC’s preferred dissemination and absorption test has led some courts to adopt an alternative method, based on the “efficient capital market hypothesis” (ECMH), for determining when information is public for the purposes of section 10(b) insider trading liability. The ECMH comes in “weak,” “semi-strong,” and “strong formulations.” The semi-strong formulation is the most widely accepted; it “posits that at any given time, share prices in an efficient market will incorporate all publicly available information relating to publicly traded companies (in addition to general information about the economy as a whole).” Under the efficient market approach, information is considered public when it is “impounded in [the] price” of the stock by traders in the active investment community, regardless of whether the issuer has disclosed the information by public announcement or SEC filing. After all, once impounded in the price the information cannot be misused by the trader. So, under the ECMH approach, information may be “public” for purposes of insider trading liability even though the general investing public may have no access to it.

The ECMH approach, however, generates problems of its own. It may be possible for an expert witness and jury to look at a stock’s price charts months or

---

77. Prentice, supra note 72, at 279.
78. See, e.g., August 24, 2000 Selective Disclosure and Insider Trading Release, supra note 59, at 51,724. (noting that posting on a corporate website is not sufficient for “public disclosure” under Regulation FD); WANG & STEINBERG, supra note 2, at 146–47 (suggesting that certain methods of disseminating information on the Internet may not satisfy the dissemination and absorption approach); Prentice, supra note 72, at 279–93 (discussing available technology for the release of information that the SEC has not yet provided guidance on).
79. Prentice, supra note 72, at 279.
80. Bondi & Lofchie, supra note 64, at 171–72 (the SEC has “clung” to the dissemination and absorption theory).
82. See generally Eugene F. Fama, Efficient Capital Markets: A Review of Theory and Empirical Work, 25 J. FIN. 383 (1970) (providing the first modern articulation of the efficient capital market hypothesis and its division into weak, semi-strong, and strong forms). See also Gilson & Kraakman, supra note 81, at 555 (recognizing Fama’s article as the first to divide efficient market theory into weak, semi-strong, and strong forms).
83. Prentice, supra note 72, at 277.
84. See, e.g., United States v. Libera, 989 F.2d 596, 601 (2d Cir. 1993) (“We agree that information may be considered public for Section 10(b) purposes even though there has been no public announcement and only a small number of people know of it. The issue is not the number of people who possess it but whether their trading has caused the information to be fully impounded into the price of the particular stock. Once the information is fully impounded in price, such information can no longer be misused by trading because no further profit can be made.”).
85. Id.
86. Id.
years later and determine whether information was impounded, but it is far
more difficult for traders to make this determination at the moment of trading.
After all, how can one know in advance of one’s trade whether a sufficient
number of traders in the active investment community are aware of the relevant
information? One cannot simply monitor price movement. No movement in
stock price could reflect prior impoundment, a lack of dissemination, or the
introduction of offsetting collateral information. Some price movement may
reflect only partial impoundment, or it may reflect the impact of collateral
information. There is simply no way to be certain ex ante.

In sum, the SEC and the courts have set a demanding threshold for
publicity (dissemination and absorption, or impoundment). Absent explicit
conditions of satisfaction it is often impossible for traders to know whether the
threshold has been crossed at the time of trading. But, at the end of the day,
just how worrisome should ambiguity in the elements of materiality and publicity
be, given that section 10(b) insider trading liability is a form of common law
fraud requiring scienter? Shouldn’t an insider at least be able to trade with
confidence so long as she is not trading firm shares strategically (i.e., on the basis
of material nonpublic information), but rather to diversify or to gain access to
cash? The SEC and the courts give different answers to this question.

C. When Does One Trade “On the Basis of” Information?

Section 10(b) imposes liability only on insiders who trade in their own
company’s shares “on the basis of material nonpublic information.” But there
are almost always a myriad of nonstrategic reasons that could explain any given
insider trade. Such explanations are easy to manufacture but difficult to
disprove. Historically, the SEC addressed this challenge of proof by taking the
position that the element of scienter in Rule 10b-5 could be satisfied by proving
the insider’s knowing possession of material nonpublic information, even if it
could not be demonstrated that the possession of this information caused the
trading. This strategy, however, met resistance in the courts. In 1998, the
Second Circuit rejected the SEC’s proposed knowing possession standard for
civil insider trading liability in SEC v. Adler. The Adler court held that the
element of scienter for insider trading liability under section 10(b) and Rule 10b-
5 requires proof that the insider “used” or “[took] advantage of” material
nonpublic information. Then, later that same year, the Ninth Circuit expressly

87. E.g., id.
88. E.g., id. (noting that though the stock price began to move at the time of trading, it was not
yet fully impounded).
89. See Prentice, supra note 72, at 270 (contending that the publicity test is “demanding, yet
vague”).
90. See, e.g., Ernst & Ernst v. Hochfelder, 425 U.S. 185, 201 (1976).
92. See BAINBRIDGE, SECURITIES LAW, supra note 1, at 92–93.
93. 137 F.3d 1325 (11th Cir. 1998).
94. Adler, 137 F.3d at 1333–37.
rejected the knowing possession standard for criminal insider trading liability in *United States v. Smith*,95 Sensing that the circuits were trending against its favored possession test,96 the SEC adopted Rule 10b5-1 in October 2000.97

Under 10b5-1(b), the SEC defines trading “on the basis of” inside information as trading while “aware” of material nonpublic information.98 Though the SEC did not expressly define the scienter element of 10b-5 liability in terms of “knowing possession,” the release suggests that awareness means the same thing, explaining that “the goals of insider trading prohibitions . . . are best accomplished by a standard closer to the ‘knowing possession’ standard.”99 The SEC claims its adoption of 10b5-1(b) has not diminished the element of scienter required for insider trading liability under section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5.100 But a number of commentators have suggested that the rule change draws insider trading closer to being a strict liability offense101 and question the SEC’s authority for the change, particularly in the criminal context.102 Thus, with the SEC and federal courts potentially at odds over the proper definition of “on the basis of” as it relates to the mental element of insider trading liability, traders are forced to take sides. And when the mere awareness test under Rule 10b5-1(b) is combined with vagueness in the definitions of materiality and publicity, a conservative insider may decline to trade altogether.103 For, as demonstrated above, corporate insiders will almost never enjoy complete confidence that they are not “aware” of some information that could be deemed material and nonpublic in hindsight. Though the federal courts may be ready to vindicate an insider who did not use inside information strategically, few are ready to trade

---

95. 155 F.3d 1051, 1066-69 (9th Cir. 1998).
97. 17 C.F.R. § 240.10b5-1 (2016).
98. Id. § 240.10b5-1(b).
102. E.g., BAINBRIDGE, SECURITIES LAW, supra note 1, at 93 (“The bulk of the evidence . . . raises serious doubts as to the validity of Rule 10b5-1.”); Horwich, supra note 101, at 944-49.
103. This is not entirely true. Rule 10b5-1(c) provides an affirmative defense for insiders who trade within a plan that is qualified under the rule. It is argued below, however, that recent SEC staff interpretations of 10b5-1(c) should undermine traders’ confidence in the effectiveness of these trading plans as a safe harbor from civil and criminal liability. See infra Section V for an explanation of this argument.
and then litigate the statutory authority for 10b5-1(b) to test the theory.

III. CHALLENGES AND COSTS OF INSIDER TRADING COMPLIANCE

This Article has demonstrated that to avoid treble damages under ITSFEA and criminal liability under section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5, firms must implement strong compliance policies designed to prevent insider trading. But it has also shown that in the absence of any clear legal definition of insider trading, vagueness, uncertainty, and controversy surround the question of precisely what conduct is proscribed by the law. This state of affairs places issuers in an awkward position. If they do not implement effective compliance programs, they risk serious civil, criminal, and reputational sanctions should one or more of their employees be found guilty of insider trading. But how can issuers implement policies to reliably prevent conduct that is not defined with any specificity?

There are a number of insider trading control mechanisms employed by issuers; they include (1) a published ban on any trading in an issuer’s shares based on material nonpublic information (i.e., self-policing), 104 (2) requiring preclearance for trading, 105 and (3) the imposition of “blackout periods.” 106 Predictably, ambiguities in the law of insider trading create significant challenges to designing and implementing each of these control mechanisms, and answering these challenges translates directly into significant costs to firms.

A. Cannot Rely on Self-Policing

Ambiguity in the law of insider trading presents serious challenges for issuers in articulating and implementing effective self-policing plans. At a minimum, self-policing requires educating employees by offering an everyday language definition of the proscribed conduct. 107 Once employees are educated, the policy must then set out the nature of the controls that will be in place to identify noncompliance and incentivize compliance. 108 The obstacles to designing and implementing such a policy for insider trading should by now be obvious.

Again, it is generally understood that issuers’ employees violate the law against insider trading when they seek to benefit by trading (or tipping) on the basis of material nonpublic information in violation of some “fiduciary or other similar relation of trust and confidence.” 109 But simply parroting these words in a written compliance policy is unhelpful without also offering definitions of its key elements. But, as has been explained, crucial elements of this definition (e.g.,
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106. See Bainbridge, Insider Trading Law, supra note 46, at 154–56; Chasin, supra note 18, at 862.
107. Wang & Steinberg, supra note 2, at 827.
108. Id. at 825.
109. Chiarella v. United States, 445 U.S. 222, 228 (1979) (quoting Restatement (Second) of Torts, supra note 26, § 551(2)(a)).
materiality, publicity, and mental state) remain uncertain. Thus, giving
expression to these terms with sufficient specificity to guide conduct pursuant to
a written self-policing policy forces issuers to take sides in ongoing scholarly
debates, splits among circuits, and conflicting direction from the SEC and the
courts. In doing so, issuers are forced to guess, and risk guessing wrong.

Consequently, issuers who rely exclusively on self-policing policies have
three options, and none of them are good. First, an issuer can adopt a written
policy that bans employees from trading in its shares based on material
nonpublic information without defining the key terms. But this defeats the goals
of effective compliance (i.e., preventing violations while insulating the firm from
liability when violations occur) by leaving employees without a clear sense of
what conduct is proscribed. Second, an issuer can adopt a written ban on insider
trading that actually defines key terms such as “material,” “nonpublic,” and
“based on” in everyday language that can educate and guide the conduct of its
employees. But this strategy risks contradiction by the ex post interpretations of
regulators or the courts. Third, an issuer can adopt a “play-it-safe” approach by
banning all (or nearly all) trading in firm shares by employees. But this tactic is
highly inefficient (precluding vast numbers of perfectly legal trades) and would
virtually eliminate equity as a form of employee compensation. Thus, an
insider trading compliance policy that relies exclusively on self-policing would
either be vague and therefore unhelpful, well defined and therefore risky, or
blanket and therefore highly inefficient. The result is that, in practice, issuers
tend to adopt written policies that proscribe insider trading without defining it
with specificity, but they then supplement this written ban with other control
mechanisms, such as preclearance for trading and blackout periods. Supplemen-
ting self-policing with these control mechanisms does not resolve the
problem of insider trading compliance in the face of legal ambiguity.

B. Challenges and Costs of Uncertainty for Preclearance

Given the uncertainties and risks associated with reliance on self-policing,
many commentators recommend that issuers adopt preclearance procedures for
employee trades. But preclearance is not without its own challenges. The same

110. What counts as a fiduciary duty or duty of trust and confidence is also ambiguous, but this
is less of a concern for issuers because (right or wrong) the Supreme Court has made it clear that it
recognizes the issuer and its employees as owing a fiduciary duty to shareholders.

111. Firms that adopt such play-it-safe insider trading compliance policies could still use stock
and stock options as a form of compensation, but the value of the compensation would be diminished
significantly by the fact that employees could not liquidate their shares or exercise their options until
after leaving the firm. This would also create a perverse incentive for employees to leave the firm to
diversify their portfolio—or to leave whenever the stock is performing well.

112. See Alan J. Berkeley, Form of Summary Memorandum and Sample Corporate Policy on
definition of insider trading along with the suggestion that, when in doubt about whether information
is “material” or “nonpublic,” employees should “assume that the information is”).

113. See BAINBRIDGE, INSIDER TRADING LAW, supra note 46, at 154–57.

114. E.g., id. at 157; Berkeley, supra note 112, at 461–62.
ambiguities in the law that preclude effective self-policing will hinder compliance officers in making appropriate preclearance decisions. The problem of ambiguity in the law is then compounded by compliance officers’ limited access to facts regarding employees’ knowledge and motives for trading. Compliance officers are therefore required to exercise a great deal of discretion in preclearing insider trades and, given the incentives, this often leads to inefficient results. Consider the following scenario.

Imagine the chief financial officer (CFO) of ABC Corp. requests preclearance for the sale of 10,000 shares of ABC stock pursuant to the company’s compliance plan. The CFO explains that he wants to sell because he needs cash to cover the down payment and closing costs for the purchase of a new home. Six months prior, ABC Corp. publicly announced that its president would be retiring and that a successor would be named soon. Two days prior to the CFO’s preclearance request, ABC Corp. posted a press release on its website announcing that ABC’s senior vice president of marketing would be the new president. The news was picked up and noted by the Wall Street Journal that same day. For years, it had been assumed by analysts that this senior vice president would be the president’s successor. Indeed, a number of analysts had already issued reports operating under the assumption that this senior vice president would get the nod. These analyst reports agreed that, given the senior vice president’s similar background and management style, the change would not affect ABC’s operations. The stock price has remained steady since the press release was posted.

Before clearing the CFO’s trade, the compliance officer must determine whether it is based on material nonpublic information. Is news of the new president’s identity “public”? As explained above, the compliance officer gets little or no help from the statutes and rules in answering this question. Applying the dissemination and absorption test, the compliance officer must consider whether news of the leadership change has been disseminated through recognized sources in a manner calculated to reach the general market.\footnote{See \textit{Wang} \& \textit{Steinberg}, supra note 2, at 145.} Indications from the SEC suggest that ABC posting the release on the company’s website alone would not be sufficient.\footnote{See \textit{id.} at 148.} Still, publication in the Wall Street Journal is likely to be regarded as a recognized source of distribution with general reach.\footnote{This conclusion is not certain. As noted above, regulators have found publication through some subscriber-based news or wire services to be insufficient. \textit{See, e.g., Faberge, Inc., Exchange Act Release No. 10174, 1973 WL 149283, at *6 (May 25, 1973).}} But dissemination is only half the test; the compliance officer must also determine whether the information has been absorbed (i.e., whether it is “readily translatable into investment action”) by the investing public.\footnote{SEC v. Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., 401 F.2d 833, 854 n.18 (2d Cir. 1968).} The answer is not obvious here. As noted above, the \textit{Ingoldsby} court held that information concerning a change in leadership had not been sufficiently absorbed a full nine days after it was highlighted in the Wall Street Journal.
because it had not been fully digested by the relevant investing public.\textsuperscript{119} Applying the efficient market approach (i.e., trying to determine whether the information has been impounded in the price of the stock)\textsuperscript{120} will not help the compliance officer here either. In this case it is impossible for the compliance officer to know ex ante whether the information has reached a sufficient number of traders in the active investment community for ABC shares. It is no help for the compliance officer to look to the share price to determine whether the information has been impounded because it has remained static. This could reflect either that (1) the information has reached the active investment community and was not deemed material (as prior analyst reports would suggest), (2) it has not yet reached the active investment community (as in \textit{Ingoldsby}), or (3) its effect has been offset by other information. In the midst of such uncertainty, and in light of the significant risks of guessing wrong, a prudent compliance officer would likely act under the assumption that the information is nonpublic.\textsuperscript{121} But there remains the question of materiality.

Is news of the new president’s identity material? On the one hand, in light of the surrounding circumstances and related analyst buzz, the compliance officer might conclude that the new president’s identity would not be considered important by the reasonable investor, or as altering the “total mix” of information available, because the market had long assumed this was ABC’s succession plan. On the other hand, the compliance officer might worry that any change in leadership is per se important to investors. Indeed, Regulation Fair Disclosure (Regulation FD) explicitly identifies “changes in control or in management” as information that may be material.\textsuperscript{122} In making the materiality determination, courts will sometimes look to the market’s reaction upon disclosure.\textsuperscript{123} Here, the compliance officer might look at the static price and conclude that information regarding the change in leadership is not material. But while price movement is a factor, courts have held it is not dispositive,\textsuperscript{124} and, as noted above, here there may be the concern that two days has not provided enough time for the market to absorb the information.

Moreover, the preclearance decision cannot focus exclusively on facts of which the compliance office is aware. Given the CFO’s position, he may know of future earnings or other financial information not available to the compliance
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officer but that may nevertheless be material. The compliance officer will ask the CFO if he is aware of any such information, but he can never be certain that the CFO has provided an honest answer.

To complicate matters further, the CFO may not know whether he is aware of material nonpublic information. He is no doubt privy to a great deal of soft information about which he has formed opinions concerning the future performance of the company, but he may not know whether such information is sufficiently crystallized or important to count as material. As explained above, even if the CFO is completely forthright with the compliance officer by sharing all of the soft information that he possesses, the Basic probability-magnitude test will likely be useless to the compliance officer in making a decision ex ante. For example, the CFO may have learned that there is a five percent chance that one of ABC’s leading products may have to be recalled. The magnitude is great, but the probability is low. The Basic test provides no threshold for determining when the product of probability and magnitude equals materiality, so the compliance officer must guess. And, in guessing, the compliance officer recognizes that, should the recall actually occur, a future jury will judge his decision with the benefit of hindsight. Even more concerning, the compliance officer must consider the fact that, under Texas Gulf Sulphur and Basic, jurors may take the mere fact that the CFO traded while in possession of this soft information as itself “an indication of materiality.”

Thus, as one commentator puts it, given the subtlety of the question, and the limited information available to the compliance officer, “it may be almost impossible for [a compliance] officer to make [a materiality] determination empirically.” When in doubt, a prudent compliance officer will err on the side of finding the information material.

But trading by an insider is illegal only if it is done “on the basis of” material nonpublic information, and our CFO has represented that he is trading only because he needs cash to close on his new house. If our compliance officer applies Rule 10b5-1(b), however, she must ignore the CFO’s stated purpose for the sale of ABC shares and focus strictly on the question of whether he is currently “aware” of any material nonpublic information. But, again, this places the compliance officer in a difficult position. As noted above, it will be very difficult for the compliance officer to determine whether the CFO is “aware” of any material nonpublic information—either because the CFO may be untruthful or because, without clear regulatory guidance, neither he nor the compliance officer may be able to answer this question with any certainty. Thus, the prudent default is to assume awareness of material nonpublic information and deny clearance for the trade. As noted above, there are good reasons for concluding
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that the SEC exceeded its authority in adopting the mere awareness standard under Rule 10b5-1, but, of course, the compliance officer would not put the firm or her employment at risk to challenge the rule.

Thus, with potential firm liability and the compliance officer’s own employment on the line, she will have every incentive to play it safe and refuse preclearance for trades in the face of such uncertainty. This conservative approach, however, leads to a number of adverse consequences for the firm and its shareholders.

First, the CFO may bear ill will toward the compliance officer. Since the CFO told the compliance officer that he is not aware of any material nonpublic information and wishes to trade only to close on his house, then, when the trade is not approved, the CFO may assume the compliance officer determined that he was untruthful. Such ill will can undermine the spirit of cooperation and mutual respect that is so important to a strong compliance culture and a strong firm. To avoid this potential for in-house conflict, the firm may choose to shift preclearance decisions to outside counsel, but this comes at a significant cost to the firm and therefore the shareholders. At a minimum, such difficult compliance decisions are likely to be a distraction for management, which also affects share value.129

Second, corporate insiders typically receive a large portion of their compensation in firm shares.131 Equity compensation holds value for insiders only if it can be liquidated without much difficulty. Thus, any restrictions the company places on its employees’ ability to monetize firm shares will devalue them as compensation, requiring the company to offer more shares to achieve the same remunerative effect in the future.133 In the example above, the compliance officer’s denial of preclearance devalued ABC shares to the CFO. This costs ABC (and therefore its shareholders) because the CFO is now more likely to demand a comparative increase in ABC shares (or cash) in his next negotiation of compensation.134

129. Heminway, A Call for Action, supra note 6, at 1180–82 (noting that the costs to a firm and its shareholders in turning to outside counsel to make compliance decisions are increased by ambiguity in the law).
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Third, in part because equity has become a leading component of corporate compensation packages, insider ownership typically accounts for a large proportion of a given issuer’s outstanding shares. As Professor Jesse Fried points out, “Although U.S. firms are commonly thought to have relatively diffuse ownership, average insider ownership in publicly-traded firms is . . . surprisingly high.” Professor Fried cites to one study suggesting that directors and officers own an average of twenty-four to thirty-two percent of a given firm’s equity. This figure excludes insiders’ stock options, “which would further increase their effective equity ownership.” With so many shares in the hands of insiders, it stands to reason that significant restrictions on their trading would decrease liquidity in a firm’s shares. This, in turn, increases a firm’s cost of capital.

Finally, in addition to risking ill will and increasing the costs of compensation and capital, too conservative a position on preclearance may expose a company to liability for breach of good faith and fair dealing in its negotiation of employment agreements. No federal law expressly empowers issuers to restrict trading activity by insiders. Consequently, issuers typically bargain for these restraints in employment contracts, which include trading policies. But, unless an issuer details the precise parameters of insider trading restrictions in advance (say, in the compliance policy), an insider-employee can challenge a compliance officer’s conservative preclearance strategy as devaluing his shares in a way not contemplated by the parties ex ante.

Of course, a compliance officer could avoid these costs by adopting a liberal approach to preclearance, but, in light of the ambiguities in the law outlined above, she would thereby risk exposing the company to civil and criminal insider trading liability. There appear to be no good options for an effective preclearance strategy under the current insider trading regime.

C. Challenges and Costs of Uncertainty for Blackout Periods

Another insider trading compliance strategy for issuers is the implementation of “blackout periods” in lieu of (or in addition to) a preclearance program. A blackout period is a date range within which issuers preclude their officers and directors from trading in a corporation’s shares. A
“trading window” is a period during which relevant employees are permitted to trade (i.e., it is the flipside of the coin to a blackout period). The duration of blackout periods will vary from issuer to issuer, and they are not always fixed. For example, many issuers impose regular blackout periods around the quarterly disclosure process (e.g., beginning three or four weeks prior to scheduled disclosure and ending forty-eight hours after filing). It is assumed that such blackout periods will cover the time period during which officers and directors are most likely to have access to material nonpublic information. As one commentator puts it, “[B]ecause of the substantial and wide-ranging disclosures required in these reports . . . there is a relatively low probability that an insider who trades during the time immediately following their dissemination will be deemed to have traded on material nonpublic information.” But firms do not always limit blackout periods to disclosure seasons; they will often close an otherwise open trading window if new material information arises (e.g., of a proposed merger or acquisition) that is not yet ripe for disclosure.

The SEC has not prescribed set blackout periods or trading windows, so they are typically set by issuers on the advice of counsel or at the discretion of compliance officers. In the midst of the legal ambiguity in the law of insider trading detailed above, however, the exercise of discretion in setting trading windows and blackout periods creates many of the same problems and runs many of the same risks as preclearance.

Again, in addition to regular blackout periods around quarterly filings, compliance officers will close otherwise open trading windows when employees become aware of material nonpublic information concerning a company. But, as one commentator notes, “[a]n issuer always has undisclosed information about numerous different aspects of its business,” and “[b]y the time all of that information has been disseminated publicly . . . new undisclosed information doubtless will have been developed.” So, just as with the preclearance decision, there will never be a time when compliance officers can be certain insiders do not possess material nonpublic information. This is particularly true in light of ambiguity in the law and the reality that their ex ante materiality and publicity determinations will be judged by regulators, prosecutors, and jurors ex post, and with the benefit of hindsight.

This leaves compliance officers or corporate counsel making blackout period decisions with the same bad choices they faced under the preclearance program. They can adopt a conservative strategy and extend blackout periods to
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all but a few small trading windows immediately following quarterly filings. But such a restrictive blackout policy will decrease the value of shares issued by a firm as compensation to employees by limiting their liquidity. In addition, as with preclearance, implementing so conservative a policy might affect a firm’s cost of capital (by decreasing liquidity), and it may expose the company to liability for breaching its contractual duties of good faith and fair dealing owed to its employees. Finally, implementing extended blackout windows will force insiders to make large trades in short, periodic spurts, which will have an unnatural impact on the price and trading volume of those shares. Such concentrated trading may attract unwarranted (and therefore misleading) market attention.

The alternative for firms, however, is no better. By adopting a more liberal approach and limiting the imposition of blackout periods to only rare circumstances in which there is widespread knowledge of market-moving, material nonpublic information (say, in the midst of merger or tender offer negotiations), a compliance officer risks exposing a company to significant liability.

Ultimately, as with self-policing and preclearance, ambiguity in the law of insider trading leaves a conscientious compliance officer with few good options in designing and implementing an effective trading window policy.

IV. THE PARADOX

To take stock, vagueness in the law translates into uncertainty for issuers in the design and implementation of their insider trading compliance programs. This uncertainty, when combined with the threat of significant reputational and economic sanctions for “ineffective” compliance programs, typically leads firms to adopt a “play-it-safe” approach. Issuers design and implement compliance regimes that are marked by highly restrictive preclearance decision making and extended blackout periods.

But stingy preclearance and lengthy blackout periods come at a heavy price.
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to firms in terms of corporate culture, cost of compensation, share liquidity, cost of capital, and risk of contractual liability to employees. If an issuer is rational, the magnitude of such inefficiencies will be a direct function of the ambiguity in the law (which is great) and the severity of the sanctions for violation (which are stiff). This is the paradox of insider trading compliance for issuers: ambiguity in the law combined with the threat of stiff reputational and legal sanctions creates a perverse incentive to adopt compliance programs that are highly inefficient and ultimately costly to shareholders. 160 Thus, ironically, the very insider trading regulations that were implemented to increase value for shareholders appear to be having the opposite effect.

The SEC has not been blind to this paradox, and in 2000 it adopted Rule 10b5-1(c) in an attempt (albeit unsuccessfully) to address it.

V. 10b5-1(c) TRADING PLANS: JUST MORE UNCERTAINTY

Rule 10b5-1(c) provides, inter alia, that an affirmative defense to insider trading is available to those who trade company shares through a qualified trading plan (“Trading Plan” or “Plan”). 161 To qualify, a Plan must be written 162 and it must specify the amount, price, and date of the securities to be purchased or sold, 163 or it must include “a written formula or algorithm” that determines the Plan transactions. 164 A qualifying Plan must have been entered into while the insider was unaware of material nonpublic information, and the insider is not permitted to have any subsequent influence “over how, when, or whether to effect [Plan] purchases or sales.” 165 Finally, a Trading Plan provides an affirmative defense to insider trading liability only when it was “entered into in good faith.” 166

According to Linda Chatman Thomsen, former Director of the SEC Division of Enforcement, part of the rationale for adopting 10b5-1(c) Trading Plans was “to give executives opportunities to diversify or become more liquid through the use of plans with prearranged trades without facing the prospect of an insider trading investigation.” 167 In other words, the SEC implicitly admitted
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what was argued above, that its preferred knowing possession test (now reflected in the strict awareness test under 10b5-1(b)) made it virtually impossible for insiders to trade without the risk of liability outside of these Plans. As one commentator put it, “[i]f executives [did] not have access to the 10b5-1 plans, they [would] never be able to sell their stock.” Sougata Mukherjee, The Dangerous Game Corporate Executives Are Playing, TRIANGLE BUS. J. (Dec. 11, 2012, 2:29 PM), http://www.bizjournals.com/triangle/blog/2012/12/the-dangerous-game-corporate.html.

Once Trading Plans became available, firms immediately began availing themselves of them. Indeed, since the adoption of Rule 10b5-1(c) in 2000, the use of Trading Plans by corporate insiders has become pervasive, accounting for billions of dollars of trading each year. Yet despite the SEC’s intentions, Trading Plans have not resolved the paradox of insider trading compliance for issuers.

To begin, 10b5-1(c)’s requirement that Trading Plans be entered into at a time when insiders are not aware of material nonpublic information leaves compliance officers in much the same position they were in prior to the adoption of the rule. Without the aid of clear statutory or regulatory guidance, they still must determine whether an insider is aware of material nonpublic information at the time the Plan is adopted. In other words, compliance officers’ “predicament” of authorizing insider trades in the face of legal and factual uncertainty is simply pushed back to the date of a Trading Plan’s adoption, rather than the date of a trade. To make matters worse, the regulatory scrutiny of this decision has increased exponentially in light of recent studies reflecting that insiders are using Trading Plans to beat the market.

In August 2005, the Wall Street Journal reported the initial results of a study by Professor Alan Jagolinzer reflecting that insiders using Trading Plans were beating the market on average by 5.6 percentage points. Professor Jagolinzer’s subsequently published article explains that Trading Plan participants’ stock sales “tend to follow price increases and precede price declines.” Moreover, the study shows that ‘Trading Plan initiations (which usually include sell orders) “are associated with subsequent adverse news disclosure and that early [Trading
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Plan] termination is associated with positive firm performance." 175 From these results, Professor Jagolinzer concludes that insiders are using Trading Plans to trade "strategically." 176 In November 2012, the Wall Street Journal followed up with its own study suggesting the strategic use of Trading Plans by insiders. 177 It found that while 1,418 of executives who traded in their own company’s shares during the period of the study recorded average gains (or avoided average losses) of ten percent, only half that number recorded losses of ten percent or more. 178

These studies have led to increased media scrutiny of Trading Plans and calls for the SEC to address the issue. 179 It is likely the SEC will respond to this pressure with a rule change imposing greater restrictions on Plan use. 180 Indeed the Wall Street Journal quoted a fund manager stating that he would be "shocked" if the SEC does not reform 10b5-1 to prevent the strategic use of Trading Plans by insiders. 181 And as firms wait for the SEC’s next move to address this controversy over Trading Plans, SEC staff comments and guidance on this issue have only clouded Trading Plan use in increased uncertainty.

For example, the chief counsel of the SEC’s Division of Corporate Finance has stated that he would “love to catch” an insider abusing Trading Plans “and use him as an example.” 182 He added that the SEC is “looking for [a] big [Trading Plan] case[,] to send a message.” 183 But while the SEC has made it clear that it is after insiders who are using Trading Plans “for cover” 184 while they trade on material nonpublic information, as one commentator notes, the SEC has not explained “how such conduct violate[s] the law or under what circumstances an affirmative defense under Rule 10b5-1 would not be available.” 185

Many suggest that one of the principal means of manipulating Trading Plans to beat the market is early termination. 186 The SEC has affirmed that, ceteris
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paribus, the act of terminating an existing Trading Plan while aware of material nonpublic information does not violate securities laws because it does not involve the sale or purchase of a security.\textsuperscript{187} The power to terminate a Plan based on material nonpublic information effectively “allows insiders to create a cost-free option to buy or sell” a company’s shares.\textsuperscript{188} And studies indicate that insiders are indeed using early plan terminations strategically. For example, one study reflects that forty-six percent of sampled Plan terminations “preced[ed] positive news events” for the company, while only eleven percent “preced[ed] negative (ambiguous) news events.”\textsuperscript{189} Technically, strategic early Plan terminations exploit a “loophole” in Rule 10b5-1(c) and therefore remain within the letter of the law.\textsuperscript{190} Nevertheless, the SEC has issued vague threats\textsuperscript{191} and ambiguous guidance insisting its enforcement arm can reach this conduct.\textsuperscript{192} For example, the SEC qualified its approval of early Plan terminations by warning that (1) such terminations may deprive an insider of the affirmative defense for prior transactions under the Plan,\textsuperscript{193} and (2) frequent early terminations may raise concerns over whether an insider established a new Plan in good faith.\textsuperscript{194} This guidance is subject to multiple interpretations, but the gist seems to be that if an insider engages in frequent or otherwise suspicious Plan terminations, the SEC may conclude either that the Plan was never qualified because the insider had material nonpublic information at adoption, or that the insider was using as expected, the insider may just terminate the plan. In effect, the ability to terminate Trading Plans based on material nonpublic information allows insiders to create a cost-free option to buy or sell.”; Cooke & Ng, supra note 173, at C5 (“I just think [selective termination is] such a major loophole in terms of that particular rule . . . . [It allows insiders to] get rid of the bad trades and keep what look like the good trades.” (quoting Associate Professor Constance Bagley, Harvard Business School)); see also Horwich, supra note 101, at 951 (“It is not a violation of Rule 10b-5 for someone who has established a Plan to terminate the Plan to abort a sale that would have taken place pursuant to the Plan at a disadvantageous price, when the person who created the Plan has come to know that there are undisclosed material positive developments at the company that would likely cause the price of the stock to increase after the Plan sale.”); Jagolinzer, supra note 172, at 227 (“Finally, the SEC allows participants to terminate plans before events or changes in firm performance that might negatively affect their trade returns.”); Stanley Veliotis, Rule 10b5-1 Trading Plans and Insiders’ Incentive to Misrepresent, 47 AM. BUS. L.J. 313, 329–30 (2010) (asserting that there is a loophole by which an individual may terminate the plan at any time).
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early Plan termination “as part of a plan or scheme” to evade the spirit (if not the letter) of 10b-5.195

But, from the standpoint of insider trading compliance, the problem is that the SEC and the courts often seem to have very different ideas of what the “spirit” of section 10(b) and Rule 10b-5 is.196 This fact was most recently illustrated by the Second Circuit’s rejection of the SEC’s favored theory of insider trading tippee liability in United States v. Newman.197 With the SEC and the courts often far apart concerning the purpose and scope of section 10(b) insider trading liability, it is no help to suggest that compliance officers approve only those Trading Plans that are consistent with the spirit of the law. Instead, conscientious compliance officers will be forced to adopt a conservative approach to Trading Plan adoptions,198 just as they are with preclearance and blackout periods.199 But, for the same reasons outlined above,200 taking a conservative approach to Trading Plans threatens to undermine their usefulness to firms in improving the liquidity of company shares offered to employees as compensation.201 In other words, the SEC’s qualifications to 10b5-1(c) may well undermine its very purpose, which was to provide some relief to firms in implementing workable insider trading compliance regimes. In sum, the adoption of Trading Plans as an affirmative defense to insider trading liability has done little if anything to address the paradox of insider trading compliance.

VI. IT’S NOT WORTH IT

This Article has established that vagueness in the law of insider trading leads to uncertainty concerning its scope. Compliance officers can rarely be certain that a trade is permitted in advance. When such uncertainty is considered alongside the market stigma and costs of any SEC investigation (regardless of its ultimate findings) and the extreme penalties an issuer may incur if found civilly or criminally liable, firms typically adopt a hyperconservative approach to insider trading compliance. This Article has argued, however, that adopting such a play-it-safe approach to insider trading compliance results in significant inefficiencies. These inefficiencies directly affect the bottom line for firms and their shareholders. This, again, is the paradox of insider trading compliance for

196. See Anderson, A Sea Change, supra note 96, at 368–71.
197. 773 F.3d 438, 442–43 (2d Cir. 2014).
198. For example, one commentator suggests that firms follow a “keep it simple, stupid” approach. Boris Feldman, The Best-Laid Plans of 10b5-1, HARV. L. SCH. FORUM ON CORP. GOVERNANCE & FIN. REG. (Feb. 6, 2013), http://blogs.law.harvard.edu/corpgov/2013/02/06/the-best-laid-plans-of-10b5-1/. Firms should initiate Trading Plans “48 or 72 hours after the earnings release” and should skip a quarter until they are given effect. Id. Under this conservative approach, “modification” and “termination” are “two four-letter words in the world of 10b5-1 plans. Neither is prohibited, but both should be avoided.” Id.
200. See supra Part III.C and Section IV for a discussion of the liquidity problems associated with conservative approaches.
201. See Anderson, A Sea Change, supra note 96, at 358 n.150.
issuers.

The following question must therefore be addressed: Does the current insider trading enforcement regime, which forces these difficult and costly compliance decisions on firms, do more harm than good to their shareholders? After all, insider trading laws are presumably designed to protect a firm's shareholders and market participants in general. If the costs of insider trading compliance to issuers (combined with the costs of enforcement and criminalization to society writ large) outweigh the benefits, then reform is needed. The literature is replete with research weighing the costs of insider trading, but the costs of compliance are rarely factored into the equation.

In what follows, this Article argues that when the paradox of insider trading compliance for issuers is weighed alongside other moral and economic considerations, it becomes clear that reform is needed. In reaching this conclusion, however, a solution also emerges. This Article argues that the paradox of insider trading compliance can be resolved by reforming the current insider trading enforcement regime to expressly permit “issuer-licensed” insider trading. Such reform will also result in a more rational, efficient, and just insider trading enforcement regime.

A. Distinguishing Issuer-Licensed Insider Trading

When weighing the appropriateness of insider trading enforcement through the lens of the paradox of insider trading compliance, it is helpful to posit a counterfactual regime that does not regulate insider trading of any form. The idea is to ask ourselves: If we did not have an insider trading enforcement regime in place, would we find the necessity of implementing one? If we did not first posit the absence of regulation, then this exercise would be inherently question-begging because the risk of sanctions under the regulatory regime and the trading expectations of others would always give participants an economic and moral incentive for compliance, even if all agree that they would be better off had the scheme never been adopted. The mere existence of a regulatory regime cannot serve as its principal justification.

In addition to positing a laissez-faire insider trading regime, the following analysis focuses on a specific subclass of insider trading, issuer-licensed insider trading. Issuer-licensed insider trading occurs where the insider “trades on material nonpublic information [with the firm’s approval]” and where “the


issuer’s policy allowing insider trading is disclosed to the investing public.\textsuperscript{207} Issuer-licensed insider trading must be distinguished from two other forms of trading, “issuer-proscribed” insider trading and trading based on misappropriated information.\textsuperscript{208} Issuer-proscribed insider trading occurs where an insider trades (or tips others who trade) based “on material nonpublic information [despite the fact that] the insider has promised—or otherwise undertaken pursuant to company policy [express or implied]—not to trade on such information.”\textsuperscript{209} Misappropriation trading occurs where a corporate outsider improperly obtains material nonpublic information in violation of some duty of trust or confidence and, unbeknownst to the source, seeks to benefit by trading (or tipping others who trade) on the information.\textsuperscript{210}

One reason issuer-licensed insider trading supplies the focus here is that neither misappropriation nor issuer-proscribed insider trading contributes to the paradox of compliance outlined above. Misappropriation trading, by definition, does not address firm insiders. As for issuer-proscribed insider trading, the paradox dissolves with the understanding that the interests of firms and regulators will always be in concert. In other words, since the issuer has, for its own reasons, independently sought a promise from its employee(s) not to trade, external enforcement of that promise by the state would, all things being equal, always promote the firm’s recognized interests. There would be no quandary for the compliance officer because the firm, not some regulatory rule or principle, determines the impermissibility of the trading.

Moreover, the moral and other social costs of both issuer-proscribed insider trading and misappropriation trading clearly outweigh any potential benefits. This is because both misappropriation trading and issuer-proscribed insider trading violate a promise to a firm (or a source) not to trade on the firm’s (or source’s) material nonpublic information. In both cases, the deception not only risks significant harm to the promisee (otherwise it would not have sought the promise not to trade),\textsuperscript{211} but it also involves an injustice that may warrant civil or criminal sanction independent of any direct economic harm to the promisee.\textsuperscript{212}

In sum, return to the question posed above: If we did not have an insider
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\textsuperscript{210} \textit{See O’Hagan}, 521 U.S. at 652 (explaining the premise of liability under the misappropriation theory).

\textsuperscript{211} \textit{See Anderson, What’s the Harm}, supra note 203, at 800–01; \textit{see also Anderson, Greed, Envy}, supra note 202, at 27–36 (discussing the moral implications of insider trading).

\textsuperscript{212} \textit{See Anderson, Greed, Envy}, supra note 202, at 27–36.
trading enforcement regime in place, would we find the necessity of implementing one? Concerning issuer-proscribed and misappropriation trading, the answer is yes. The balance of reasons dictates that if issuer-proscribed and misappropriation trading were not regulated, then firms, shareholders, and indeed justice would demand that regulation be imposed. And this conclusion would be unaffected by the paradox of insider trading compliance for issuers.

The opposite is true when the focus shifts to issuer-licensed insider trading.

B. No Economic Harm or Moral Wrong in Issuer-Licensed Insider Trading

To begin, as explained above, where insider trading is proscribed by issuers, the regulators’ and issuers’ interests are clearly aligned, and the costs of compliance to the issuers are costs they would presumably incur in any event. There is the risk of divergence only where an issuer would license an insider’s trading but for the regulation. The paradox of insider trading compliance outlined above illustrates the potential costs of this divergence, which are only amplified by vague and ambiguous enforcement rules and principles. Such divergence could nevertheless be justified if there were reasons for concluding that even issuer-licensed insider trading results in net economic harm or is otherwise morally wrong. But this is not the case.

Unlike issuer-proscribed or misappropriation trading, issuer-licensed insider trading does not involve the violation of a commitment not to trade. Quite the opposite is true. Presumably insider trading would be licensed by an issuer only in those circumstances where it is determined that such trading would result in a net benefit to the firm; otherwise, why would the firm permit it?213 Moreover, where an issuer expressly permits an insider to trade, such trading does not violate a moral duty to the firm because no promise is broken.214 Finally, many have claimed that, independent of any economic arguments, insider trading is deceptive and unfair to other traders because insider trades are based on an information advantage counterparties cannot overcome.215 But issuer-licensed insider trading is not susceptible to this charge. For, where a firm approves an insider’s use of material nonpublic information and publicly announces that it is

---

213. Anderson, What's the Harm, supra note 203, at 799. See generally Ian Ayres & Stephen Choi, Internalizing Insider Trading, 101 MICH. L. REV. 313 (2002) (explaining the advantages of allowing firms to control informed trading decisions). It is, of course, possible that the interests of individual members of management (e.g., those approving or rejecting the trade requests) and the firm may sometimes diverge. But such divergence, if it persists, will always be corrected by other self-interested members of management whose advancement is tied to the success of the firm. Moreover, under the model proposed below, not only must each trade be formally reviewed and approved, the profits from that trade must also be publicly disclosed by the firm.


doing so, there is no deception and no unfairness. The investing public is fully aware that there may be insiders with an information advantage on the other side of any transaction in the company’s shares. The public is therefore free to either refuse to trade in that firm’s stock, or to demand a lower price for it.

Another harm commonly attributed to insider trading is that it shakes confidence in the markets. But there is something question-begging about this claim when applied to issuer-licensed insider trading. Issuer-licensed insider trading should shake confidence in the markets only if it can be shown on balance to impose some independent harm or wrong on firms, shareholders, or traders. If, as has been suggested here, there is no such harm or wrong, then there are no grounds for thinking that even widespread issuer-licensed insider trading would shake confidence in the markets.

In sum, the principal economic and moral justifications for regulating issuer-proscribed and misappropriation trading do not apply to issuer-licensed insider trading. As a result, if issuer-licensed insider trading were regulated, then any costs of compliance with such regulation would result in a net loss to the firm and its shareholders. On top of this, the costs to society of civil and criminal enforcement of these regulations must be considered.

C. Costs of Enforcement

A common justification for resisting further statutory or regulatory certainty in the law of insider trading is that such clarity comes at the expense of flexibility in enforcement. The concern is that bright-line rules would tie the hands of regulators in confronting new and creative forms of insider trading.
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is true that increased clarity in the law would limit the discretion of regulators and prosecutors, but such flexibility is not without its own costs. First, as a matter of justice, that discretion may sometimes be exercised to prosecute innocent conduct or conduct not contemplated by the authorizing statute. The time-honored principle of legality, “nullum crimen sine lege, [demands] that there must be no crime or punishment except in accordance with fixed, reasonably specific, and fairly ascertainable preestablished law.” As Judge Barrington Parker explained in his pointed statement addressing the government’s “amorphous theory” of insider trading liability in Newman, “Your theory leaves all these institutions at the mercy of the government.” Second, as demonstrated above, flexibility in enforcement imposes costs of uncertainty on those who are regulated. But setting aside the moral and economic implications of enforcement amidst legal uncertainty, there are more straightforward costs that are associated with the regulation of issuer-licensed insider trading.

In addition to the costs of compliance and government-imposed sanctions incurred on a finding of liability, there are the significant costs of legal defense against civil or criminal investigations. These costs are incurred even if the trading is ultimately proved innocent. Moreover, the targets of even baseless insider trading investigations will suffer from social and market stigma. More still, devoting government resources to monitoring issuer-licensed insider trading imposes costs on society in terms of tax dollars spent investigating and prosecuting that conduct, and in terms of law enforcement resources diverted
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from the enforcement of laws that actually protect the public from harm.\textsuperscript{230}

Finally, scholars have suggested that there are a number of benefits that flow to the firm and markets from issuer-licensed insider trading that are denied to the investing public by its regulation.\textsuperscript{231} For example, most agree that insider trading moves a stock price to better reflect the true value of a company in light of nonpublic information.\textsuperscript{232} It has also been suggested that insider trading has a “market smoothing effect.”\textsuperscript{233} Insider trading typically results in a gentle price slope leading up to the disclosure of material nonpublic information.\textsuperscript{234} Such trading therefore acts as “a stabilizing force” on the market by mitigating radical price shifts that would otherwise occur upon release of material information.\textsuperscript{235} In addition, Professor Henry Manne famously argues that insider trading serves as an effective form of corporate compensation that encourages entrepreneurship at little or no cost to shareholders.\textsuperscript{236}

D. The Problem of Adverse Selection

Are there any benefits to criminalizing issuer-licensed insider trading not considered thus far? Many scholars have suggested that all strategic insider trading harms firms because it increases their cost of capital by forcing market makers\textsuperscript{237} to increase their bid-ask spread\textsuperscript{238} to account for the problem of
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“adverse selection.” 239 A market maker’s role is to maintain liquidity for a company’s shares by trading from its own inventory to adjust for order imbalances. 240 Where insider trading is prevalent, market makers “bear[] the risk of consistently buying ‘high’ from and selling ‘low’ to insiders” when correcting for these imbalances. 241 To adjust for this risk, market makers must increase the bid-ask spread. 242 But this increase in the spread operates as a “tax” on all investors, not just insiders. 243

The significance of the impact of insider trading on the bid-ask spread has been disputed. 244 For example, some have suggested that even if insider trading were entirely eliminated, the problem of adverse selection would persist because there will always be some traders (such as brokers and analysts) who are better informed than the market makers. 245 But, in any event, recall that only issuer-licensed insider trading is being considered here. It is hard to imagine a firm would authorize its employees to trade on the firm’s material nonpublic information unless such trading would benefit the firm. If licensing insider trading would result in a net harm to a firm and its shareholders by decreasing liquidity, increasing the bid-ask spread, and therefore raising the cost of capital, the firm would be free to withhold authorization. 246

Moreover, the problem of adverse selection as a justification for criminalizing issuer-licensed insider trading is less telling when considered in light of the paradox of compliance for issuers. As explained above, legal uncertainty combined with the threat of stiff penalties has forced firms to adopt overly conservative preclearance requirements and extended blackout periods for insider trading. 247 These conservative policies choke the liquidity of shares held by insiders (typically twenty-four to thirty-two percent of a firm’s outstanding shares). 248 Permitting issuer-licensed insider trading would remove the need for such conservative trading policies and therefore increase the liquidity of these shares. This increase in liquidity would mitigate (perhaps entirely offset) any tightening that might result from adverse selection.

Thus, on balance, these considerations suggest that (unlike issuer-
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proscribed and misappropriation trading) there are no moral or economic grounds for regulating issuer-licensed insider trading. Consequently, an insider trading enforcement regime that regulates issuer-proscribed insider trading and misappropriation trading, but not issuer-licensed insider trading, would be preferable to the current U.S. enforcement regime in terms of efficiency and justice. Such a regime would also resolve the paradox of insider trading compliance by synchronizing the interests of firms, shareholders, and regulators. But what would such an enforcement regime look like?

VII. A Path Forward

Though the introduction of Rule 10b5-1 Trading Plans has proven unsuccessful in resolving the paradox of insider trading compliance, such Plans may nevertheless provide the roadmap for reform. As explained above, insiders' strategic use of Trading Plans has been the subject of recent scrutiny by the media and the SEC. But strategic use of Trading Plans should give cause for concern only if it results in harm or unfairness to investors or other market participants.

Research suggests that the firms whose employees are using Plans to trade strategically typically negotiate a proportionately lower salary. If true, this means that firms are actually aware of and are licensing the strategic trading of their employees. Moreover, studies reflect that firms whose employees use Trading Plans to beat the market are more likely to disclose Plan use in their regulatory filings. Where there is firm approval and public disclosure, strategic Trading Plan use begins to resemble issuer-licensed insider trading as defined above. Indeed, this author has argued elsewhere that, with a number of modifications, 10b5-1(c) Trading Plans could provide the model for an enforcement regime that permits harmless issuer-licensed insider trading while continuing to proscribe issuer-proscribed and misappropriation trading.

Under the proposed reform, a firm, at its discretion, would be permitted to
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allow its employees to trade on the company's material nonpublic information so long as (1) the insider submits a plan to the firm that details the proposed trade, (2) the firm authorizes that plan, (3) the firm has previously disclosed to the investing public that it will permit its employees to trade on the firm's material nonpublic information when it is in the interest of the firm to grant such permission, and (4) the firm discloses ex post all trading profits resulting from the execution of these plans. In short, this modified trading plan regime ("Modified Trading Plans" or "Modified Plans") would offer an express safe harbor for issuer-licensed insider trading while leaving the remainder of the current insider trading enforcement regime in place to capture issuer-proscribed and misappropriation insider trading.

The result would be a more rational and just insider trading enforcement regime. It would be more rational because it would proscribe only conduct that is harmful (issuer-proscribed and misappropriation trading) and permit conduct that firms themselves have determined would benefit their shareholders (issuer-licensed trading). Precious law enforcement dollars would no longer be wasted on enforcing rules that do not benefit society. And firms and employees would no longer be forced to expend resources to defend against the enforcement of such rules. The proposed regime would be more just because, by permitting issuer-licensed insider trading, it would no longer impose stiff criminal penalties on conduct that is, all things being equal, morally innocent. But most importantly, at least for purposes of this Article, the introduction of Modified Trading Plans would dissolve the paradox of insider trading compliance.

The Modified Trading Plan regime proposed here would no longer require compliance officers to choose between the bad options. Under the current insider trading enforcement regime, firms are forced to adopt overly conservative, and therefore highly inefficient, compliance policies for fear of regulatory scrutiny pursuant to a vague and ambiguous framework. By
availing themselves of Modified Trading Plans, however, firms would be permitted to reject only those trade requests there are firm-specific reasons for rejecting. In other words, a firm’s best interests—rather than fear of regulatory scrutiny—would dictate whether a Modified Plan is approved. This would be an internal business decision that requires no subtle (and therefore risky) interpretations of the law. Should a firm reject a Modified Trading Plan request, and should an insider trade anyway, then, assuming such trading is based on material nonpublic information, the insider would be subject to enforcement action. But, under such circumstances, the firm’s interests would be aligned with the regulators; the firm would have every reason to encourage enforcement.

The proposed enforcement regime would effectively eliminate the costs of insider trading compliance for issuers.264 Insiders would be less likely to bear ill will over the rejection of proposed Modified Trading Plans because such decisions would be based on business reasons, not suspicion of illegal conduct.265 Firms would also be free to determine the liquidity of their employees’ equity compensation through their own management of Modified Plans. Such decisions would be based on business reasons; they would no longer be determined by an ever-present fear of SEC investigation under a vague and inscrutable enforcement regime.266 Finally, firms would no longer be forced to adopt overly conservative insider trading compliance regimes that could expose them to liability for breaching contractual duties of good faith and fair dealing owed to their employees.267

CONCLUSION

Vagueness in the law translates into uncertainty for issuers in designing and implementing insider trading compliance programs. Faced with the threat of stiff sanctions for “ineffective” insider trading compliance programs, issuers are forced to adopt compliance regimes that are marked by highly restrictive preclearance decision making and extended blackout periods. But these play-it-safe compliance policies are purchased by issuers at a heavy price in terms of corporate culture, cost of compensation, share liquidity, and cost of capital. Ultimately these costs are passed along to shareholders in terms of decreased share value. The result is that insider trading regulations adopted to increase value for shareholders are having the opposite effect.

The paradox of insider trading compliance for issuers throws the failings of the current U.S. insider trading enforcement regime into stark relief. Whatever advantages there are to uncertainty in the law of insider trading, this Article has suggested that they are outweighed by its costs. To the extent that vagueness in

264. See supra Sections III and IV.
265. This is more favorable for businesses than the current expensive and ineffective alternatives explored in Section III supra.
266. See supra Section IV for a discussion of how ambiguities in the law lead to challenges with enforcement mechanisms.
267. See supra text accompanying notes 140–42 for a discussion of the liability firms face with conservative compliance programs.
the law is protected by the SEC and Congress to facilitate flexibility in enforcement, we must ask ourselves what is more important. Is it racking up convictions? Or is it promoting the values insider trading law was adopted to promote (justice, fairness, liquidity, efficiency, and ultimately increased value for shareholders)? Choose the cliché: Haven’t we put the cart before the horse? Haven’t we lost the forest for the trees? In any event, the paradox of insider trading compliance offers just one more reason why change is needed, and soon. The reform proposed here is a vital option.